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Since the beginning of the pandemic, we have seen a massive change in our priorities, and the 

economy has echoed this to a great degree. It has been eye-opening to see how so much can 

change in such a short space of time. This pandemic has made us realize our fragility and our 

need for God. In one way or the other we have been wounded and we carry deep scars of 

loss. Some of us have lost loved ones, family, friends, relatives, neighbours, and relationships 

while others have lost sources of income. 

 

As plans increased to combat the spread of this disease, fear and anxieties increased as well. 

Some of us became laser-focused to pray against this disease and the many people it’s 

affecting all around the globe. Others have lost faith. Indeed, everyday challenges can be a 

test of our faith, no less a global pandemic. Not only are we worried about our health but the 

fear of death too. This pandemic is not only a threat to our health and livelihoods but our trust 

in God. It is a threat to our faith. 

 

To help strengthen your faith in such an uncertain time, we need to first acknowledge our 

fragility and the fact that God is in control and ask Him to restore our little faith and help to 

heal our brokenness and the wounds we carry.  

 

Now more than ever is the time to pray for God’s intervention to stop the spread of this 

disease. It’s time to ask for healing. It’s time to ask for peace and comfort for those who have 

lost loved ones. It’s time for us to ask for direction and discernment for our leaders and our 

homes. Prayer is powerful and effective, and if we are too busy panicking instead of praying, 

we forfeit our greatest strength.  

 

As we continue to reflect on Synodality we notice that there are three words to animate the 

synodal process which are: communion, participation, and mission. Communion is about 

origins and identities. Communion is based on being children of One God – no matter what 

divides us. Participation involves playing our part in the welfare of others and caring for our 

common home.  The mission is to go forth to listen, learn and love others.  The mission is 

often misunderstood as sent out to destroy the ones who disagree. The mission is to go 

beyond our religious silos to listen to the Holy Spirit on the synodal journey. 

 

 

In the same spirit of communion, participation, and mission, as a church let us pray for the 

Lord of hosts to heal our wounds and give us everlasting peace. May God bless you and keep 

you safe. 
 


